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Abstract

The use of mobile phones and other portable devices is beginning to have an impact on how learning takes place in many disciplines and contexts, including language learning. Learners who are not dependent on access to fixed computers can engage in activities that relate more closely to their current surroundings, sometimes crossing the border between formal and informal learning. This creates the potential for significant change in teaching and learning practices. Taking the broader field of mobile learning as the setting within which developments in mobile-assisted language learning may be understood, the paper argues that an emphasis on mobility can lead to new perspectives and practices. The paper offers reflections on what mobile learning has to offer and considers whether it is likely to change how languages are taught and learnt. ‘Mobile learning’ is not a stable concept; therefore its current interpretations need to be made explicit. Examples of current projects and practices show an affinity between mobile and games-based learning, and can further illuminate what is distinctive and worthwhile about mobile learning.
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1 Introduction

Widespread ownership of mobile phones and the increasing availability of other portable and wireless devices have been changing the landscape of technology-supported learning. Use of these technologies turns out to be well aligned with strategic educational goals such as improving student retention and achievement, supporting differentiation of learning needs, and reaching learners who would not otherwise have the opportunity to participate in education (Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2005). A great deal of effort has also been devoted to understanding how mobile technologies relate to both traditional and innovative ways of teaching and learning, showing the applicability of mobile learning across a wide spectrum of activity (Naismith et al., 2004; Kukulska-Hulme & Traxler, 2007) as well as highlighting the most important emerging issues (Sharples, 2006).

Alongside formal education, everyday opportunities to access learning resources on mobile devices have multiplied. When making an online booking for a foreign holiday or a flight, you might be offered a phrasebook to download to your audio player or mobile phone. When wishing to advance your knowledge of a language, it is possible to find downloadable resources and many websites that can be accessed...
on the go. In practice, there are issues of cost and usability that often stand in the way of such self-initiated mobile learning.

The aims of this paper are to reflect on what mobile learning has to offer and to consider whether it is likely to change how languages are taught and learnt. Educational practice is not determined by technology. Neither is technology likely to be a determining factor in informal, everyday learning. However, if we understand technology to be a social and cultural phenomenon, it “cannot but influence the ways in which people learn, and therefore what makes for effective learning and effective pedagogy” (Beetham & Sharpe, 2007: 6). It has also been noted that evolving social practices may have implications for the design of mobile technology (Spasojevic et al., 2005), thereby drawing attention to the co-evolution of social habits and technology. To a certain extent, by dint of their ubiquity, mobile devices are already influencing how people learn; on the other hand, educators need to do more than just watch it happen.

For our purposes here, it is helpful to be aware of some key examples where there is evidence or consensus that mobile technology brings something unique or worthwhile to the teaching or learning experience. These examples can be drawn from various disciplines, on the understanding that we are living in an age where learning from what is happening in disciplines other than one’s own is an important competency for education practitioners and researchers. This implies that innovative practices in the use of learning technology drawn from science, geography, art or history, can be examined for their potential relevance to the development of new practices in language learning, insofar as these practices can be seen to demonstrate general principles in terms of ways of using tools, physical spaces, time allocation, means of communication, distribution of roles, resources and so on. In other words, we are examining their relevance to “design for learning”, the process whereby teachers “arrive at a plan or structure or design” for a learning situation they have in mind (Beetham & Sharpe, 2007: 7). In our case we are particularly concerned with the design of learning activities for language learning. Before looking at specific examples, it is important to clarify what is meant by “mobile learning”.

2 What is meant by mobile learning?

It is not the intention to provide in this paper an account of the field of mobile learning; in any case, the field has already grown and diversified to the extent that doing justice to it in a brief overview is now becoming close to impossible. A number of publications offer general orientations and reflections on progress that are suitable for mobile learning researchers and practitioners alike (Naismith et al., 2004; Kukulska-Hulme & Traxler, 2005; Naismith & Corlett, 2006; Faux et al., 2006; Sharples, 2006; Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2009). In this section, we will focus on some points that are essential for understanding mobile learning.

There is no agreed definition of “mobile learning”, partly because the field is experiencing rapid evolution, and partly because of the ambiguity of “mobile” – does it relate to mobile technologies, or the more general notion of learner mobility? In fact both aspects are currently important; in addition, the mobility of content is often highlighted. Mobility needs to be understood not only in terms of spatial movement
but also the ways in which such movement may enable time-shifting and boundary-crossing (see Traxler, 2009, for a discussion of definitions of mobile learning; see Kakihara & Sørensen, 2002, for an analysis of mobility). In the future, when technology is an integral part of our surroundings, it is predicted that we will no longer have to carry a mobile device. Even now, learners tend to move between using desktop computers and mobile devices, and maybe touch-screen displays in public areas, often for different parts of a learning task. Interactions mediated by technology are interspersed with direct interactions with people. The learner’s mobility creates an ever-changing environment for learning:

...the mobile technology, while essential, is only one of the different types of technology and interaction employed. The learning experiences cross spatial, temporal and/or conceptual borders and involve interactions with fixed technologies as well as mobile devices. Weaving the interactions with mobile technology into the fabric of pedagogical interaction that develops around them becomes the focus of attention.

(Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2009: 20)

It is possible to claim that the devices learners use are hardly relevant; what is important is the notion of mobility and the construction of learning conversations in that process. Any discussion focusing on the primacy of technology is then liable to be perceived as a techno-centric perspective on education. However, anyone who becomes involved in mobile learning will quickly notice that, at the present time, it really matters which devices learners are using. First, ownership of the device makes a difference, since a tool that has only been borrowed may not be used in the same way as one that is owned and very familiar. Second, learners who have more than one device are likely to behave differently from those who only have one, because the former can more easily overcome common problems of short battery life and reliability. Third, particular mobile devices have strong associations with specific realms of activity, be it work-related or for leisure. If I own a Nintendo DS, designed for games, then one course of action open to me is to look for language learning games I might play on that device. The available technology influences my learning choices.

The association between mobile learning and mobile gaming is in fact already strong and it appears to be getting stronger. A publication targeting Dutch teachers, prepared by Smidts, Hordijk and Huizenga (2008) highlights the potential for playful and creative use of GPS (global positioning system) and mobile technology in education, and many of the examples given are learning games. The authors note that GPS can give “an additional dimension” to mobile learning:

New possibilities emerge when a pupil starts learning with a mobile device with GPS functionality. Via satellites the GPS receives signals that indicate the position of the pupil with the device. On the basis of this position the pupils can receive location-specific information on their devices, or add this information. In this manner a connection will be formed between the physical and the virtual worlds in which the pupils find themselves; several layers of information are accessible at the same time.

(Smidts, Hordijk & Huizenga, 2008: 4)
In summary, mobile learning draws our attention to mobility: not just the fact of mobility, but the effects of mobility, which might include new ways of dividing up one’s time and crossing boundaries. With appropriate technology, mobile learners can participate in activities that relate directly to their changing location. Traditionally, location-based learning has included placements, apprenticeships, physical pursuits, and various investigations out in the field; some educational games for children and young adults are also strongly associated with outdoor or location-based activity. One key mission of those who are developing mobile learning is to extend these types of learning and enrich them with new possibilities. To give a flavour of the strengths of mobile learning, a few selected examples, where mobility is emphasized, are presented and discussed below.

3 Current examples of mobile learning

Examples of successful mobile learning projects provide another way of understanding the perceived value or contribution of mobile learning. Within the classroom, it has been shown that mobile devices, with appropriate software, can be highly effective in supporting small group collaborative learning, improving on what was possible to achieve without these tools (Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004; Valdivia & Nussbaum, 2007). Mobility may not be an obvious feature here, but the design of the learning activity is predicated on close interaction, conversation and decision-making between members of a group, which includes some physical movement and can be difficult to achieve with the use of fixed computers.

Outside the classroom, mobile and wireless technologies enable learning to be more directly connected with real world experiments and artefacts. The MANOLO project (2006) has demonstrated the advantages of using handheld computers for university-level fieldwork in subjects like archaeology and environmental sciences: the advantages include better use of limited time, greater accuracy of data recording and improved communication. The Ambient Wood project (Price & Rogers, 2004) enhanced a woodland area with experiments for children to explore the effect of light and moisture on habitats. In the MyArtSpace project, school children on a trip to a museum were able to use mobile phones to access multimedia content linked to specific exhibits and then use the facility to send photos, audio recordings and notes captured at the museum to a website which enabled them to share and discuss their findings back in the classroom (Sharples et al., 2007). The Gidder project (Pierroux, 2008) supports and extends collective knowledge building across classroom and museum settings. In advance of a museum visit, students work in groups in the classroom to select from a wiki artworks that interest them, decide which ones they will be focusing on in the museum, and write related labels. At the museum, students explore the exhibition and their selected artworks, and use their mobile phones to send multimedia messages with labelled information to a blog; this information is shared with the rest of the class. Back at school, the groups use the wiki and blog resources to discuss and develop their group interpretations.

The audio guides often found in museums, galleries and botanical gardens are increasingly being extended to provide multimedia content and context-based services on handheld computers (e.g. Naismith et al., 2005), reminding us that learning takes
place in many different locations but how it happens is continually changing. In numerous situations, the mobile device acts as a bridge between different sites of learning, some of which are “formal” whilst others are more “informal”.

Returning to the theme of games-based learning, several interesting mobile game designs have been trialled in recent years, integrating learning with aspects of the physical environment. The MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program (2008) has created various “augmented reality” simulations to engage people in games that combine real world experiences with additional information supplied to them by handheld computers (see also Klopfer, 2008). TimeLab is one such example – a game about climate change and its effects. As players move around a designated outdoor environment, information about the introduction of possible new environmental laws is delivered via GPS to their devices in different locations and they have to use this information to progress in the game; this is later followed by classroom discussion and activities that build on the results of the game. In Outbreak @ MIT, an indoor game, players are equipped with handheld computers which serve as their link between the real world and the virtual world of the game. The handelds receive information based on Wi-Fi positioning. The scenario is an investigation of an epidemic on campus, caused by someone who has been diagnosed with a suspected case of SARS. A team of experts is brought in to assess the situation and get the spread of the disease under control; the spread of the disease can be modelled based on the actions and whereabouts of the players involved in the game.

The above examples show learning activities that are clearly facilitated by the use of mobile technology; it may even be supposed that the activities would not exist, if the emergent nature of the technology had not stimulated new thinking.

4 Rethinking pedagogy and learning

Mobile technology is not unique in providing an impetus to reconsider existing educational activity, including language education, in the light of availability of new technology (see e.g. Donaldson & Haggstrom, 2006). Irrespective of whether teachers decide to adopt new technologies in formal education, learners are found to be already using them to support aspects of their learning. This has been true with regard to the use of desktop applications, and there is growing evidence that this is also now the case with mobile devices (Pettit & Kukulska-Hulme, 2007). We are living in interesting times, in which teachers and learners must try to work together to understand how portable, wireless technologies may best be used for learning. Teachers’ pedagogical expertise will continue to play an important role, but it needs to be re-examined and expanded to address the specific attributes of mobile learning.

Just as e-learning has undergone an evolution, from a position where “delivery” of learning was paramount, to current thinking which encompasses a learner-generated content perspective, mobile learning is undergoing a similar evolution. For educators, it is relatively easy to imagine learners receiving some content on their mobile device, even if personally they would find it difficult to interact with such content on a tiny screen and in circumstances that they do not associate with learning. What is more difficult is imagining a whole scenario of learning that goes beyond established practices within the classroom. If we can envisage learners carrying out a mobile
learning activity, is it a great deal more challenging to think of learners creating
or adapting learning content specifically for mobile use, or creating activities that
other learners would be happy to undertake? There are many “kits” now that enable
learners to create games and other educational activities for others.

In a volume devoted to “rethinking” pedagogy for the digital age in which we live
and learn, Kukulska-Hulme and Traxler (2007) emphasized a conceptualization of
mobile learning in terms of learners’ experiences, with an emphasis on device own-
ership, informality, movement and context that will always be inaccessible to con-
ventional e-learning. The key attributes of mobile learning are identified as the
potential for learning to be personalized, situated, authentic, spontaneous and
informal. Mobile and wireless technologies certainly fit well with designs for learning
which make it personalized, situated and authentic. Admittedly, it is more difficult to
design intentionally for learning that will be spontaneous and informal; however,
mobile and wireless technologies do have affordances that support these types of
learning. As subsequently noted by Kukulska-Hulme et al. (2009), although mobile
devices enable in-context interaction and content delivery, the most innovative use of
mobile devices is in “book-marking areas of interest and creating context annota-
tions that can trigger and support follow-up learning” (op. cit.: 26). In other words, a
mobile learning experience is an occasion to capture a moment of interest, for
example through the action of annotation, with the goal of continuing to build on
that interest in another place, at a later date.

5 Mobile assisted language learning

The September 2008 special issue of ReCALL provides an orientation within the
developing field of mobile assisted language learning (MALL). As Shield and
Kukulska-Hulme have pointed out in the editorial to that issue, there are important
differences between CALL and MALL; in particular, mobile technology can assist
learners at the point of need and in ways that fit in with their mobile lifestyles.
Receiving text messages to support learning outside of class hours, assuming the
messages are wanted, is one way in which learners are benefiting from their teachers’
experimentation with mobile technology. Podcasting and mobile blogging are also
technologies that are not difficult to understand and are beginning to make a mark
on language learning.

In their overview paper, Kukulska-Hulme and Shield (2008) note that MALL
differs from computer-assisted language learning in its use of personal, portable
devices that enable new ways of learning, emphasizing continuity or spontaneity of
access and interaction across different contexts of use. Conceived in this way, mobile
learning seems to belong more to learners than it does to teachers, although we know
that most learners will struggle without a teacher’s direction and guidance. So far
within MALL there is little published evidence of approaches that are not teacher-
led, although there are some signs that this is beginning to change.

A relatively rare example of learner-led mobile language learning activity is
reported by Song and Fox (2008), who tracked advanced learners of English to see
how they were using a mobile device to support and extend their learning in self-
directed ways, especially to build their knowledge of vocabulary. The initial idea
came from the researchers, but the students who volunteered to take part were happy to give a great deal of time to the project and pursue their own goals. These were highly motivated learners, who were willing to define their own language needs and to select resources, tools and communication methods. The study shows how the mobile device helped them to communicate about word meanings with other students and with their lecturers outside the classroom. In another example where learners’ activity is paramount, Michelsen (2008) proposes the design of a mobile, game based, digital revision space which is learner-centred, self-directed and based around a virtual community of practice, enabling second language learners to revise on the go for the challenging third paper of the Cambridge First Certificate in English exam.

As mobile technology becomes increasingly pervasive, we can expect to see more examples of language learning being integrated with everyday surroundings. Beaudin et al. (2007) have explored the use of ubiquitous sensing in the home for “context-sensitive microlearning” of vocabulary on a mobile device. Built-in and stick-on sensors detected participants’ interactions with objects, furniture, and appliances in the home; this triggered the audio presentation of English and Spanish phrases associated with the use of those objects. There are some obvious limitations to how much learning can be done in this way, but a personalized version of such a system might well find a place among other methods of language learning or revision. Home-based learning, enhanced by technology, certainly holds some potential for future language learning. It can be seen in the work of Fallahkair, Pemberton and Griffiths (2007) on living-room-based language learning, making use of a mobile phone to enable a private and personal learning experience from television programmes watched in an everyday social setting.

The ideas and methods emerging from discussions stimulated by the advent of mobile learning are enabling educators to get closer to understanding their learners’ preferences, needs and motivations. In the broader context of how use of technology is changing, we need to look at what motivates people to participate in informal and voluntary activities in online social networks, online games, and other environments which feature some elements of learning. “Free Rice” (www.freerice.com/) is an interesting example of how high scores in vocabulary tests can be converted to donations of free rice to hungry people through the UN World Food Program. This website taps into people’s altruistic motivations, combining learning with giving. How much more powerful this could be if such an initiative were adapted for use on a mobile device.

6 Conclusions

The aims of this paper were to reflect on what mobile learning has to offer and to consider whether it is likely to change how languages are taught and learnt. The key is to move beyond a superficial understanding of mobile learning which does not give sufficient consideration to how mobility, accompanied by digital, location-aware technologies, changes learning. By looking at examples across different disciplines, we can notice the benefits being derived from use of mobile technologies and ask whether these are applicable to language learning.
Available technology influences some learning choices; existing associations between types of mobile device and types of activity (e.g. games) cannot be ignored. What makes mobile technology so intriguing is that it has an affinity with movement between indoors and outdoors, across formal and informal settings, allowing learners to lead at least some of the way. If language learners’ preferences and needs can be allowed to have a bearing on what is learnt and how, mobile technologies have a clear role to play in realizing such an objective. Mobile technology takes learning out of the classroom, often beyond the reach of the teacher. This can be perceived as a threat, so the challenge is to develop designs that clearly identify what is best learnt in the classroom, what should be learnt outside, and the ways in which connections between these settings will be made.
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